
TIMELINE OF EVENTS RELEVANT TO INVESTIGATION OF MICHAEL j^SSER

2004: Michael Fesser started working at A&B Towing, which was originally owned by Eric Benson's
Father. Eric Benson later assumed ownership of the business.'

2014-2016: Fesser's responsibilities at A&B Towing include managing bi-montl-dy automobile auctions.
Fesser tells Benson his concerns regarding racially hostile incidents on two different occasions.2

November/December 2016 - January 2017: Benson contacted West Linn Police Department (WLPD)
Chief Terry Timeus with an allegation that Fesser had been money from the auctions.3 The alleged thefts
occurred in the City of Portland, Multnomah County. By this time, Benson and Timeus had a years-long
friendship.

January 2017: Timeus debriefed and assigned WLPD Det. Reeves (formerly known as Poitras) to
investigate the theft case. He also debriefed Lt. Mike Stradley and Capt. Neil Hennelly. According to
Stradley, the initial goal was to refer the case to the Portland Police Bureau and have Reeves shadow
those investigators. Given Stradley's prior experience and contact with the Bureau, he would be the
person to contact that agency.5

Mid-Latc January 2017: Stradley contacted the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) about investigating the
case. He did not feel like he was getting any cooperation or that they were interested in taking on the
investigation.6 Stradley gave Reeves direction concerning whom to contact at PPB.7

February 1, 2017: Reeves communicated with PPB detectives about his desire to work the Fesser case.

By this time. Reeves had already done investigative planning and assessment of the case, including
conversations witli Benson wherein Benson would front Reeves cash to buy cars to try to develop
probable cause for an arrest. 8 PPB was not expressing interest in investigating the allegation, so WLPD
decided to take on the case.9

February 6, 2017: First documented intendew ofBenson by Reeves, but there had been substantive
contacts between Reeves and Benson prior to this date. 10 According to a later report, Benson outlined the

1 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 30.
2 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pgs. 74 - 9).
3 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 48 (Benson states that he first spoke with Chief Timeus about is concerns
"somewhere in the neighborhood of November or December 2017 - or '16") and pg. 126 (Benson stated that "when
I contacted the police originally, I talked to Terry Timeus, who point me, to well, call it Mr. Poitras or Detective
Poitras").

Deposition transcript, Capt. Hennelly, pg. 19.
5 Ibid; also see deposition transcript ofDct. Reeves, pg. 166; also see deposition transcript ofLt. Stradley, pg. 48 -
49.

* Deposition tninscript, Lt. Stradlcy, pgs. 45 -46 (Lt. Slradlcy matlc cutitact willi Del. Comniander Dave Hendric and
tried to get him to take the case); pgs. 68 69; also see pg. 67 (" * * *my impression from the conversation was they
were completely blowing it off and didn't want anything to do with it, just weren't interested.").
7 Deposition transcript, Det. Reeves, pg. 58.
8 Deposition transcript, Det. Reeves, pgs. 70-79 (Reeves slated (hat Sgt. Tieg told him that PPB was unwilling to
take the case).
9 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 127 (Benson said that in February 2017, Chief Timeus directed him to PPB
and then back to the West Linn Police Depanment), also see pg. 126 (Timeus told him the investigation was better
off in West Linn).
10 West Linn Police Repon dated 2/24/2017 by Det. Reeves. WLPD Case 2017-270, pg. 3.



evidence he believed supported the allegation of theft against Fesser. Reeves then took a statement over
the phone from witness Marcus Oimos."

February 9. 2017: Text from Timeus to Benson with Reeves' email address. In the text string, Mr.
Bcnson mentioned NW Metals: "I thin he is with new metals. (sic)'"2 It is unclear who or what he is
talking about. Timeus responded "if that is the scrap dude I'm sure, scrappers are dirty. "'1 Mr. Benson
says "Yep.''14

February 11, 2017: At the direction ofBenson, A&B Employee Brian Dunst (since deceased)recorded
an auction conducted by Fesser. Dunst allegedly uncovers evidence of theft, being that Fesser was
recording lower sales process for the car and taking the difference. Dunst was not present at the auction. 15
Another employee, Roger Fulton, attended and Mr. Dunst listened to the auction through his phone, and
then wrote down the prices as they were announced. 16 Those notes were given to Benson and then given
to Reeves. 17

February 13, 2017: Text from Timeus to Benson "Poitras is patiently awaiting your call. "'8 He then sent
Benson the contact number for Reeves (Poitras), again. '9 Timeus also asked Benson if he "looked at the
ledger yet?" and Mr. Benson says "Nope. "20 Timeus asked whether "Numbers match up"21 but did not
receive a response. Reeves meets with Dunst and Bcnson at their office and discussed the Februart 11th
auction. 22

Mid-Februnry 2017: Fesser began to consult an attorney about his employment discrimination claims."

February 15, 2017: Benson texted Reeves: "Call me when you have a minute sir: I have something
interesting to tell u. "24 Det. Reeves does not respond. Benson sends another test: "Holy moly sir. If u
could call me tonight it would be good,"25 During a later deposition, Benson was asked about the text and
he said that he "did not" recall what the conversation was about. 26

'. Police Reports, West Linn Police Department case 2017-270, written by Det. Tony Reeves, pg. 3.
12 Text Messages between Chief Timeus and Eric Benson, February 9, 2017, 10:16 am.

Deposition transcript, Del, Reeves, pg. 52, Text Messages between Chief Timeus and Eric Benson. February 9.
20]7, 10:16am. ' .- - --------.."..,. "."",.-,

Text Messages between Chief Timeus and Eric Benson, February 9, 2017, 10:16 am.
15 Deposition transcript, Del. Reeves, pg. 114.
16 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pgs. 226 - 227 ("the auction went through Bluetooth and Brian wrote down
the prices that were being announced during the auction"), also see pg. 142, 227; also see West Linn Police
Department reported dated 2/24/2017, written by Sgt. Reeves, pg. 3 ("This time Brian Dunst, a manager for A&B
Towing had a friend attend the auction. His friend was on the phone with him throughout the auction. Dunst could
hear the auction and kept track of the gale price of the vehicles").
17 Deposition transcript, Eric Bcnson, pgs. 141 - 142 (Benson states: "I do not recall if I had it or Brian handed it to
the police").

Deposition transcript, Chief Timeus, pg. 60 aiid lext Messages between Tiineus aiid Bensoii froin Februarv 13.
2017, 8:25am. -- ~ --------.--,. -.
19 Text Messages between Chief Timeus and Eric Benson February 13, 2017, 8:25 am.
20 Text Messages between Chief Timeus and Eric Benson Febmar>' 13, 2017, 8:25 am.
21 Text Messages between Chief Timeus and Eric Benson February-13, 2017, 8:25 am.
22 Police report dated 2/24/17 mitten by Det. Reeves, WLPD case 2017-270.
23 Information provided by Fesser's attorney Paul Buchanan.
24 See attachment containing text messages, Eric Benson to Det. Reeves on 2/15/2017 at 5:04 pm.
21 See attachment containing text messages, Eric Benson to Del. Reeves on 2/15/2017 at 6:45 pm.
26 Deposition transcript. Eric Benson. pg. 171.



February 16. 2017: Reeves sent a text message to Benson stating "The reason pick and pull stopped
coming is they are pulling parts off the cars after the auction. "27 The reference to "pick and pull" appears
to be the company Pick-n-Pull Cash for Junk Cars.

February 16, 2017: Benson contacted Reeves and told him that a customer had provided him with
information about Fesser stealing from the auctions. 28 Mr. Bcnson identified the customer as Nijaz
Omerovic and arranged a meeting with everyone. 29 On this same date. Reeves met with Omerovic and
Benson at Benson's office. 30

February 17. 2017: Reeves and Benson may have met again. A text from Mr. Benson to Reeves asked
"What time are you coming by?"31 When questioned later about the meeting, both Del. Reeves and Mr.
Benson fail to recall if they met. 32

February' 18, 2017: Text message from Reeves asking Benson if the witness he uncovered (Omerovic)
dropped offpapenvork documenting the alleged fraudulent sales. " These text conii-nunications also
appear to indicate that Dunst was investigating and collecting the information/evidence.

February 21, 2017: Timeus texted Bcnson and informed him Reeves intended to arrest Fesser after the
February 25"' auction. 31

February 22, 2017: PPB Det. Cheryl Waddell emailed Reeves'5 and suggested he reach out to Oregon
Department of Justice for assistance with the investigation. No action was taken by Reeves or WLPD to
consult with the Oregon Department of Justice.

February 23, 2017: Prior to this date, Benson had spoken to Reeves about attending an A&B auction
managed by Fesser. 36 The investigative reports do not document this plan. Reeves texted Benson and
asked what time to go to the auction. Benson asks if he can come down to talk as he has wanted to discuss
a couple of things. They then exchanged additional texts regarding the specifics of the 2/25 auction. 37
They agreed to meet in person but specifics of this meeting were not documented in any repoUs. 38 After
the meeting, Mr. Benson texted Reeves a series of address to include his home. business and manager. 39

Fcbrusiry 24, 2017: Benson texted Reeves asking for a call. From the texts that day it is inferred there
were additional conversations that were not included in any police report but appear to refer to

Text message from Del. Reeves to Eric Benson, 2/16/2017, at 2:08 pm.
28 Police Reports, West Linn Police Department case 2017-270, written by Det. Reeves, pg. 4.
M Police Reports, West Linn Police Department case 2017-270, written by Det. Reeves, pg. 4.
30 Police Reports, West Linn Police Depanment case 2017-270, written by Det. Reeves, pg. 4.
3' Text Message, 2/17/17, at 9:47 am.
" Deposition transcript, Erie Benson, pgs. 1 72-73 ("do not remember" if the met), and Del. Reeves, Deposition
Transcript, 121-122 ("Did not remember that meeting. ").
jj Text message from 2/18/18 at 11:48 am. The message appears to reference Omervic's documentation because it is
then sent to Det. Reeves. Transcript of Deposition. Det. Reeves, pg. 122 (Detective confirms "he" was referring to
Omerovic and the paperwork).
^ Text messages, 2/21/2017, at 1:37 pm; also see deposition transcript, ChiefTimeus, pg. 101, and deposition
transcript, Det. Reeves, pg. 1 52 (Del. Reeves testified "yes" that he planned to arrest Mr. Fesser before the auction
regardless of what happened at the auction).
35 Deposition transcript, Lt. Stradley, pg. 65
36 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 174.
37 Text messages, Del. Reeves and Eric Benson, 2/23/2017 (8:28 am - 9:57 am).
38 Deposition Transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 175.
39 Text messages, Det. Reeves and Erie Bcnson. 2/23/2017. 11:07 am - 11:22 am.



investigative planning.40 Reeves authored his first investigative report summarizing evidence that had
been collected so far, including statements by Benson, Omerovic, Olmos and Dunst. 41

February 25, 2017-Auction: Reeves and WLPD Det. Mike Boyd attended the auction at A&B Towing
managed by Fesser. Reeves and Benson were in constant contact by text throughout the auction. The texts
include racist, inappropriate and unprofessional comments as well as a discussion ofFessers' racial
discrimination claims. Reeves was also in contact with Timeus as well. Benson was also giving Reeves
real time description as to what is taking place with Fesser as Benson listened to the conversation through
an application (SwannView App) being operated by another employee, and the conversation was
recorded. Mr. Benson said this was the only auction ever recorded. 43 No evidence of criminal conduct
was developed during this auction.

February 25, 2017 - Arrest: Fesser was arrested later that evening based on the probable cause Reeves
states he developed prior to 2/25/17. Fesser was questioned and states he did not want to discuss the
allegation. Reeves seized, among other things, Fesser's cell phone and documentation relating to Fesser's
lawsuit against A&B Towing. Some of this documentation would later be provided directly to Benson by
Reeves.44

February 26, 2017: Benson texted Reeves, informing him. his belief that Fesser was tipped off about the
investigation and that why he didn't comniit any thefts at the 2/25 auction. Benson stated he would be
interviewing "Daniel" on Monday and Reeves should be there. Reeves said he will be there. There is no
indication in any report about an interview with "Daniel."

February 27, 2017: Fesser's criminal case "no complainted" by the Multnomah County DA's Office
(MCDA). Reeves texted Benson and said "3 more buyers confirmed ripped off," and said NW Metals will
get him records. Reeves referenced that Fesser hadn't shown up yet (presumably to the WLPD). There are
no indications in any investigative reports about who the individuals were from NW Metals or what, if
any, information was developed.

February 28. 2017: Reeves authored follow up report detailing the arrest, what was seized and the
attempt to question Fesser. Fesser went to the WLPD to retrieve his cell phone that was seized on 2/25.
Reeves infonned Fesser he is not to return to A&B Towing and in effect fires him on behalf of A&B
Towing.45

March 15, 2017: WLPD becomes aware that Reeves' investigative reports may not have been properly
submitted to MCDA. Stradley contacted MCDA to determine whether they had received the reports. 46

May 23, 2017: Fesser filed a discrimination complaint against A&B Towing with the Bureau of Labor
and Industries (BOLI).

40 Text messages , Del. Reeves niic! Erie Renwn, 2/23/2017, 1:OS pm - 1:32 pm.
41 Police Reports, West I-inn Police Department case 2017-270, written by Det. Reeves, pgs. 1-5 ("Date/Time
02/24/2017"); Deposition Transcript, Det. Reeves, pg. 65-66 (testified that he completed his repon on 2/24 - it was
finalized).
42 Deposition Transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 191 and 205 (Mr. Bcnson said he as at home listening on the app - "Brian
and I both. ")
43 Deposition Transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 73.

Deposition transcript, Del. Reeves, pg. 192, 249, 271; Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pg. 234
45 Deposition transcript, Eric Benson, pgs. 219-220
46 Depostion transcriot, Lt. Stradley, pgs. 72-80, 102-104



May 24, 2017: BOLI sent notification to Benson notifying Benson of complaint.

May 31, 2017: Benson sends email with BOLI complaint to Chief Timeus.4 Timeus would later state he
doesn't remember ever receiving the email.

June 20, 2017: Benson's attorney sends response letter to BOLI, claiming Benson suffered losses of
hundreds of thousands of dollars as a result ofFesser's theft.

July 3, 2017: BOLI investigator concludes there is insufficient evidence to sustain a complaint and BOLI
claim is dismissed.

August 1, 2017: After receiving and reviewing Reeves' investigative reports, the MCDA prosecutor
assigned to Fesser criminal case authored a memorandum requesting Reeves' provide more
informatioiVdocumentation regarding the alleged thefts by Fesser. Among the many things never included
in the report Reeves submitted to the MCDA were numerous contacts or interviews he had with
witnesses, his activities at the 2/25 auction, the text messages from 2/25, Timeus' relationship with
Benson and or the fact that he provided legal paperwork belonging to Fesser directly to Benson. 48

August, 2017: Brian Dunst died

September 19, 2017: Fesser filed an employment discrimination lawsuit against Benson in Multnomah
County Circuit Court.49

September 22, 2019: Three days after Fesser filed his lawsuit, Reeves contacted the Multnomah County
prosecutor handling the Fesser case. Reeves asked what the delay was in moving forward with the
prosecution and states he was just made aware of the MCDA 8/1/17 memorandum. The MCDA
prosecutor informed Reeves requested Reeves provide additional information to further assess the case. 50

October 5, 2017: Reeves cmailed the MCDA prosecutor, provides some of the additional information
that was previously requested.

October 17, 2017: WLPD is served with a subpoena duces tecum in Fesser's lawsuit for records relating
to criminal investigation, including texts. Reeves had manually erased the texts on his phone to and from
Benson before this date.51

November 9, 2017: Fesser indicted in Multnomah County case #17CR74881 for four counts of Theft I
and a warrant was issued for his arrest. Testifying at the Grand Jury were Reeves, Benson, Omerovic and
Olmos.

December 20, 2017: Benson contacted Reeves and Stradley asking why Fesser has not been arrested.
Stradley tells Reeves to make a flyer to get the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) to serve warrant.

December 28, 2017: Flyer sent to PPB, including members of gang team, alerting them of arrest warrant
for Fesser.

January 17, 2018: Fesser arrested.

47 Deposition transcript. Chief Timeus, pgs 143-144
48 Multnomah County District Attorney's ofTice file for State v. Fesser
'"' Fesser v. Benson, 17CV40817
50 Multnomah County District Attorney's office file for State v. Fesser
51 Deposition transcript, Dct. Reeves, pg. 222



January 23, 2018: Benson deposition in Fesser's lawsuit against A&B Towing. Additional information
not included in police reports is disclosed.

January 26, 2018: Fesser deposition in lawsuit against A&B Towing.

February 8, 2018: Fesser legal team is provided texts between Benson, Timeus and Reeves. The texts
from the 2/25/17 auction discovered on Benson's phone and subsequently provided to the MCDA
prosecutor handling State v Fesser.

March 18. 2018: Reeves promoted to Sgt.

Mnrch 23, 2018: State v. Fesser criminal case dismissed by civil compromise wherein Benson. the
alleged victim, paid the defendant Fesser approximately $300, 000 to senle the employment discrimination
lawsuit.

June 4, 2018: Tort claim notice filed by Fesser against WLPD.

July 16, 2018: Civil suit filed against WLPD by Fesser in Multnomah County Circuit Court. "

JMl^JOlS: Reeves ordered by WLPD acting Captain Rollins to appear next day for disciplinary
interview relating to his conduct in Fesser investigation.

July 17, 2018; Reeves submits to internal affairs interview.

July 24, 2018: WLPD issues written reprimand against Reeves for the text messages and mishandling of
evidence in the Fesser investigation.

August 17. 2018: Fesser v. WLPD et. al. removed to federal court.

March 7"'. 2019: Omerovic Deposed in civil suit.

March 15. 2019: Reeves deposed in civil suit.

March 18. 2019: Boyd deposed in civil suit.

June 12. 2019: Slradley deposed in civil suit.

June 25. 2019: Timeus deposed in civil suit.

August 20. 2019: Fesser deposed in civil suit.

August 26, 2019: Reeves second deposition. Captain Hennelly also deposed.

February, 2020: Federal civil lawsuit settled with $600, 000 payout to Fesser.

52 Fesser v WLPD et al, 18CV30138
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